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Abstract

In our treatment we will observe and interpret semantically the words which carry the
phonemes /r/ and /rr/ in a comparative approach were we bring out evidence in phonologic
distinction and semantic perception of these words in many ways:

1. A short observation over the articulations features of the phonemes /r/ and / rr/
2. A short observation over the acoustic features of these phonemes
3. Psychological motivations of connections between the articulations and acoustic

features in carrying semantic nomination in the words which carry the given
phonemes, in Albanian language.

4. Observation and interpretation of semantic structures of the words carrier of the
phonemes /r/ and /rr/ in a comparative approach.

5. The psychological world of Albanian speakers generating the words which are the
carrier of the phoneme / rr/, a detailed analyses of some typical words which sign
psychological hardness in nomination.

The theoretical research over articulations and acoustic features of the phonemes /r/ and /rr/.
Analyses and interpretation of the psychological motivation between connections of the
articulations and acoustic features in semantic carrying of these words in a comparative
approach. The interpretation of the semantic information based on psychological and
semantic theories over the words which carry the phoneme /rr/ as a part of the psychological
world of the Albanian speakers. The working has special importance in building up evidence
of motivation in nomination, where the language acknowledgement of Albanian speakers
create semantic individualization of the realities as a sign of conventional weight, naturally
towards the richness and coloration of the semantic variation.
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